The latest addition from the Fender® team of guitar experts is the Smart Capo. Light-weight and easy to use, the Fender® Smart Capo features one-handed operation for lightning-quick changes while performing. The unique design produces perfect tension across all strings, eliminating annoying string buzz and keeping strings in tune.

3 Models are available:

- Model #FSCST: Standard capo for most 6-string acoustic and electric guitars with slight radius. Measures just over 2” wide.
- Model #FSCFS: Fingerstyle Steelstring, for most 6-string acoustic and electric guitars with flat necks. Measures just over 2” wide.
- Model #FSCCL: For classical guitars and most 12-strings. Measures just over 2-1/4” wide.

Recommended instructions for usage:

Place capo in desired position on fretboard then firmly squeeze to clasp the capo against the back of the guitar neck. No need to over squeeze: our unique, patent-pending design requires less tension to get the job done and achieve the desired result. To remove, simply press against the lower lip on the front of the capo and it just “snaps” off.

- Always open the Capo to (re)move it
- Take the Capo off after playing